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RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Analysis of the data collected by the Georgia Tech Radio Meteor Wind

Facility during the fall and winter of 1975 has revealed a difference in -the

prevailing zonal component from that observed in 1974. The easterlies observed

in '74 have been replaced by westerlies in 1975. This is of particular inter-

est in that there was a major stratwarm in the '74 winter, but only a minor

event in '75. It appears that the relationship between lower thermospheric

circulation at mid latitudes and polar stratospheric dynamics, as detailed in

the last semiannual report, is real and warrants further investigation.

A paper "Turbulence in the Lower Thermosphere" (copy attached) has been

written for inclusion in the monograph on the upper atmosphere to be published

by the Geophysics Research Board of the National Academy of Sciences.

A diffusion simulation program is being developed and studied which uses

the Global Reference Atmosphere program to follow the trajectory of a simulated

pollutant cloud and simulates its turbulent diffusive spread as it moves through

the atmosphere. Applications envisioned are study of far wake diffusion of

SST's and the Space Shuttle. The diffusive spread of the cloud is modeled by a

time step evaluation of the assumed Gaussian standard deviations (ax, ay, and

CT by the relations: i

ax 2 (t + At) = a x2 (t) + au 2 (i, - PU) At2	 (1)	
r

Q 2 (t + Qt)	 a 2(t) +	
2(1 - P	

At 	
(2)y	 y	 v	 v

a z 2 (t + At)	 az2(t) + ^tiv20 - 
Pw ) At 	

(3)

where au , a v , and aw are the magnitudes of the turbulence (or random small scale

gravity wave) fields, and Pu , Pv, and 
Pw 

are the correlation functions of the

turbulent velocity field averaged over the spatial dimensions of the Gaussian

cloud (with the Gaussian cloud distribution as a spatial weighting function).

Different values for au , av , and a. can be input, as well as different length

scales for the components of the correlation Pu , p v , and pw . Therefore,

anisotropic diffusion (larger in the horizontal than vertical) can be simulated

with the model.

Diffusive processes simulated by equations 0	 3) have been found to in-
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crease rapidly after initial release of the simulated cloud, but with eventual

approach to ax2 . 2Kxt and a z2 « 2Kzt eddy diffusion at large cloud sizes (a's

greater than the turbulence length scales). 	 `.

PUBLICATIONS

"A Global Reference Atmospheric Model for Surface to Orbital Altitudes", Journal

of Applied Meteorol ogy , 15, 3-9, January 1976, C. G. Justus, R. G. Roper, A.

0o rum, and 0. E. Smith (reprint attached).

"Turbulence in the Lower Thermosphere", presented at the Fall AGU meeting,
December 8-12, 1975 San Francisco, to be published in a monograph by the
Geophysics Research Board of the National Academy of Science, R. G. Roper.

PLANS FOR THE NEXT PERIOD

AnalYis of Georgia Tech radio meteor wind data ,gathered over the period

of the winter anomaly rocket program carried out in January 1976 at Wallops

Island will be undertaken.

Organization of publication of a set of papers written by participants in

the URSI/IAGA Cooperative Tidal Experiments, is proceeding.

Development and study will continue on the diffusion model based on the

Global Reference Atmosphere. With the height and latitude dependent parameters

of small scale velocity perturbation magnitudes aU and length scale L built

into the model, the eddy diffusion coefficients K  and Kz for horizontal and

vertical diffusion can be evaluated and related to the input au and L values.

The Kx and Kz values thus determined should prove useful for global_ circulation

modelers who need one or two dimensional variation profiles of Kz and/or Kx.

a

Respectfully submitted:

a
Howard D Edwards
Principal Investigator
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ABSTRACT

An empirical atmospheric model has been developed which generates values for pressure, density, tem-
perature and winds from surface levels to orbital altitudes. The output parameters consist of components for;
1) latitude, longitude, and altitude dependent monthly means; 2) quasibiennial oscillations; and 3) random
perturbations to partially_ simulate the variability due to synoptic, ditirual, planetarywave anti gravitywave
variations. The monthly mean models consist of: (i) NASA's four dimensional worldwide model, developed.
by Environmental Research and Technology, for height, latitude, and longitude dependent monthly,means

,from the surface to 25 km; and (if) a newly developed latitude4ongitude dependent model which is an ex
tension of the Groves latitude dependent model for the region between' 25 and 90 km. The Jacchia 1970
model is used above 90 km and is faired with the modified Groves values between 90 and 115 km. Quasi-
biennial and random variation perturbations are computed from parameters determined from various empiri-
cal studies, and are added to the monthly mead values. This model has been developed as a computer , program
which can be used to generate altitude profiles of atmospheric variables for any month at any desired loca-
tion, or to evaluate atmospheric parameters along any simulated trajectory through the atmosphere. Various
applications of the model are discussed, and results are presented which show that good simulation of the
thermodynamic and circulation characteristics of the atmosphere can be achieved with the model.

i
i

1. Introduction—,	smooth transition from Groves below 90 km to Jacchia
abovepoengineering	 scheme is5 used between the 4-D3results and the modeIn response to needs for an	 oriented	 ^

global reference atmospheric model, a computer model = fied Groves values.. Interpolation is also used to fill in
has been developed at Georgia Tech which gives pres- between the discrete height, latitude and longitude
sure, temperature, density and wind variables and their intervals of data values on the input data tapes.. On
structure as a function of the three spatial coordinates— the 0 to 255 km tapes the resolution is 1 km in height
latitude, longitude, altitude---and time (monthly, plus and roughly 5°X5 in latitude and longitude. For the
statistically consistent perturbations about the monthly modified Groves section the resolution is 5 km in height,
mean). The altitude range is from sea level to about
700 km.	

10° latitude for zonal mean, and 20° latitude by 30°

T	 longitude for the modification to the zonal means.
The new computer program combines the previously 

developed' Jacchia (1950) model for above 113 km, the In addition -to monthly: mean values ofdensity, temperature and winds, two types of perturba
pressure,

four-dimensional (4-D) model of Spieoler and Fowler .-
(1972) for below 23 L-m, and a newly developed latitude-bons are evaluated: quasi-biennial and random. The
longitude dependent model, which is an extension of quasi-biennial oscillations in pressure, density, tem-

Perature and winds, empirically determined to be repre-
the Groves (1971) model for the region between 30 and sented by an 870-day period sinusoidal variation, have
90 km. Between 90 and 115 km a smooth transition amplitudes and phases which vary with height and
between the- modified Groves values and the Jacchia latitude. An analytical technique based on a Markov
values is accomplished by a fairing technique (a com chain process is used to ensure proper horizontal and
bination of Groves and Jacchia values which insures - vertical correlations, of the random perturbations.

1	 3

l	
;°
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`^L rs2. Description of the model tion was required, the Groves model data had to be 1

a. The Jacchia. section (above 90 km) modified to incorporate this additional variation. Un-
fortunately, the Groves region (25-110 km) is data-

Tha Jacchia (1970) model for the thermosphere and sparse, and most of the available data have already +:
exosphere was originally implemented to compute atmo- been used by Groves in the development of his model.
spheric density at satellite altitudes. The Jacchia model A scheme for using 10, 2 and 0.4 mb map data and
is made up of a set of analytical equations which can extrapolating up to 90 km was devised for purposes of l
be evaluated at anv desired height, latitude, longitude evaluating	 longitude dependent 	 relative deviations
and time. The Jacchia model evaluates temperature from the Groves data. These deviations, called sta-
and density variations due to solar and geomagnetic tionary perturbations, were evaluated at longitudes 10°,
activity,	 diurnal	 and semi-annual variations,	 and 40°, 70°, . , . 340° for latitudes 10°, 30°, 50°, 70°, 90°_
seasonal and latitudinal variations. The stationary perturbations at heights of 30, 40 and

52 km were evaluated from data read from 10, 2 and l
b. The 0-25 km section 0.4 mb upper air charts. Presently these results are t

The 0-25 km atmospheric model, developed by averages from the 1966 and 1967 10 mb charts (NOAA, f

Environmental Research and Technology (Spiegler and 1969b) and the 1966 1967 and 1968 2 and. 0.4 mb chartsarts I
Fowler, 1972) was designed to extract from data tapes (NOAA, 1969a, 1970, 1971). The only other currently
and interpolate on latitude and longitude, mean_ available charts [for 19641 and 1965 and more recently f
monthly and daily variance profiles of pressure, density for 1972 and 1973 (NASA-SP-3091)] are now being
and temperature at 1 km intervals from the surface to read to improve the modeling of the stationary per-

'	 a height of 25 1cm for any location on the globe. The turba,tions. Lack of 2 and 0.4 mb cba.rt data, over por- f
data tapes contain empirically determined atmospheric tions of the eastern hemisphere meant that these charts
parameter profiles at a lazge .array of locations. The had to be subjectively extrapolated to fill the data gap.
Northern Hemisphere grid array is equivalent to the Comparisons of model results with Russian meteor z

National Meteorological Center (NMC) grid network. winds at 90 km indicate, however, that no serousi
Grids spaced at 5° intervals of latitude and longitude error resulted from this procedure. In order to introduce

,

are used in the equatorial and Southern Hemisphere longitude. variability at heights above 52 km, the extrap- 
regions. olation technique of Graves et al. (1973) was used to r

project the 52 km interpolated chart data up to 90 km. 1
c. The modified (Troves section (25-90 km) The five extrapolation height levels are 60, 68, 76, 84 3 s

and 90 km. Graves has shown this technique to give s	 f
The starting point for the middle atmosphere (25-110 reasonable extrapolations to 90 km, and the simulations r

km) is the latitude dependent model of Groves (1971). with the model (presented later in this paper) confirm }
This empirical model combines many observations from the validity of the method. The Graves extrapolation c	 i
a wide range. of longitudes. Observational results overg	 8'1 method between 52 and 90 km is used in the model only 1 r	 '^
approximately six years were used to compute zonal to generate the longitude dependent stationary per- t`
averages (i.e., averages over longitude), which are pre- turbations about the zonal means, with the zonal. C
sented versus Iatitude and month. Latitude, coverage means still being taken' from the Groves model, The c
of the Groves model is from the equator to 70° or in 50-110 km region of the atmosphere is the most data- t
some cases 80°. in order to overcome the difficulty of sparse, especially in the Southern Hemisphere and the ` T
the lack of Groves values at 80' and 90° an interpola- eastern half of the Northern Hemisphere. Hence it is ` s
tion scheme was used which was based on an assumed this region which can be improved most when the data ,.	 c
parabolic variation of the zonal mean values across the base improves in this height range, t
poles. Southern Hemisphere data were utilized in de- t ,l
veloping the Groves model as Northern Hemisphere d, Winds in the model t'
data with a 6-month change of date, Inter-hemispheric a: t
differences are recognized (see, e.g. Labitzke, 1974; Conceptually, an independent wind model, such as 1^ r
Belmont et al., 1.975). However, lack of Southern Hemi- the east-west wind model of Groves (1971), could be l	 i t,
spheric data in the 30-90 km height range forced this added to the pressure, density and temperature model. 1
assumption to be retained. The 0-25 km height range However, , the approach taken in the model was to
(where most of the topographic influence will be felt) compute a mean grind from the geostrophic wind equa-,
is handled by separate NTorthern and Southern Hemi- tions (which rely on horizontal pressure gradients). The
sphere data in that section of the program. When the eastward (i.e., blowing toward the east) wind compo-
Southern Hemisphere data base in the 30-90 km height nent zc and northward component v can be evaluated a
range becomes adequate, this atmospheric region can from the geostrophic wind equations tl-
also be treated separately in the atmospheric model ^c= — (l^pf)dp,^ay, 	 iO r"
program. The Groves model data has only height and t
latitude variation for each month. Since longitude varia-

E

v'= (1Wpj)Oh/ax,	 (2) p	 ;

y
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'	 where p is the density, j the	 Coriolis parameter The random perturbation model used is an extension
(211 sink), and oplOx and Op,'Dy are the eastward and of one originally developed for ,irnulation of turbulence
northward components of the horizontal pressure gra- (Justus, 1971; Justus and Hicks, 1971). The perturba-
dient. For evaluation in themodel, the pressure gradient tions generated by the model are not only correlated
terms must be approximated by finite differences, with each other over successive times, but also a time
Specific models for the random and quasi-biennial cons- series of such perturbations can be F ourier transformed
ponerit5 of the v:ind are also added to the mean Nvind, and has a spectrum which agrees with that expected
as discussed later. from the correlation function which describes the cor-

relation between successive positions.

e. The random variations
g. Quasi-biennial variations

In addition to the monthly means, two types of In addition to the maximum near 25 km in the
perturbation are considered in the model: random varia- tropics, it was shown from periodogram analysis by
tions and quasi-biennial oscillations, discussed in the Justus and bVoodrum (t973) that quasi-biennial oscilla-
following section. The random variations are con- tions of the wind, pressure, density and temperature
sidered to have a Gaussian distribution about the were significant in the heig'htrange 45-60 km. In many
monthly mean with a standard deviation or determined instances the amplitudes of the quasi-biennial oscilla-

I	 from	 empirically observed	 atmospheric variability. lions were comparable to the annual and semiannual
Tables of the random pressure, density, temperature oscillations (e.g., near 45 km at low latitudes). Other
and wind components are input to the program from publications have indicated the same (e.g. Belmont anda data tape. Dartt	 1973 • Cole 1967; 	 1968). Conse-

(	 In the altitude range below 25 km the random a's quently, in modeling the winds and thermodynamic
are taken directly from the data tapes as the.square variables of the atmosphere, the quasi-biennial oscilla-
root of the tabulated variance values. For the region considered.Lions should definitely be considered.
above 25 km, random a's were evaluated (Justus and In the	 resent work the 	 alludes and	 bases ofGoodrum, 1975) from Meteorological Racket Network the quasi--biennial oscillations were found by first per-
(AIRN) and NASA grenade and pitot tube data sum- forming harmonic analyses on MRN data from three
maries (Theon el al., 1970, which covered 25 to 90 km. sites. these results were combined with the previous
Above 90 km random a's were estimated from previous results of .Cole (1467),. Rahmatullah (1968), ..Groves.
stud}- results (Justus and Woodrum, 1973) on atmo= (1973), -Shah and Godson (1966), Reed (1965) andspheric variation statistics. The random perturbation Angell and Korshover (1962, 1963, 1964, 1965), and
magnitudes in the thermodynamic variables were ad- interpolated values of the quasi-biennial parametersjusted to make them consistent with constraints re- were evaluated at the necessary latitudes throughout
quired by the perfect gas law (Buell, 1970) and the the height range 15 to 90 km. It was assumed in the	 J
hydrostatic equation (Buell, 1972b).' Vertical correla- above analysis that the quasi-biennial variations havetion scales for the random perturbations were evaluated no longitude dependence and are symmetric about the
(Justus and Woodrum, 1975) by Buell's (1972b) depth- equator.of-pressure-systems equation and from vertical strut-
ture function analysis (cf. Justus and Woodrum, 1973). 3. Sample results
Use of the Buell depth-of-pressure-systems' vertical `
scale for the random perturbations implies that profiles The global reference atmospheric model program is
of pressure and density generated by the random per- designed to give two types of atmospheric parameters:
turbation modet will have realistic vertical compensa- values along a simulated trajectory, of which each
tion, e.g., positive perturbations at some heights, nega- position must be input to the program, and a profile 	 {,
tive at others. Horizontal correlation scales were evalu- (such as a vertical profile at a. single location) for which	 4
ated from results of Buell (1972x) at the 500 nib (6 km) the positions are automatically computed by the pro-
level, and from horizontal structure function analysis gram after the initial position is given (any constant
in the 25-130 km height range (Justus and'Noodrum, increments in height, latitude and longitude can be
1973). used).

Fig. 1 shows a ground plot of a "Mission 3" re-entry	 1

f. The correlated random perturbation model and return trajectory. Mission 3 has a 104° orbital in-
Iclination with launch from and 'return to Vandenburg

The random perturbations to the monthly means are AF$. The height and time along the trajectory ground
assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with a standard plot are also shown in Fig. 1. Fig. ,2 shows computed
deviation determined as described above. However, to density, in percent deviation from the U. S. Standard
represent realistic perturbations, there must be c:orrela- Atmosphere, for a typical January- run to simulate
lion maintained between perturbations at successive conditions along ;the return trajectory of Mission 3.
positions along the profile or trajectory. The solid line and shaded area in Fig. 2 show the a
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FIG. 1. Ground plot of the re-entry and return trajectory for

Mission 3, a 104' inclination polar orbit launched from and re-
turning to Vandenburg AFB. The altitude (km) is plotted
on the inner side of the orbital plot and the time (s), measured
from time of de-orbit, on the outer side.

monthly mean and _+2  standard deviations of the
random density perturbations. The data points with
error bars at 80 km height show observed mean and
=1=2  standard deviations at 80 km above Point Barrow,
Alaska (Theon el al., 1972), which is located at 71'N,
157'W some 5' south and 109° west of the 80 km height
point on the trajectory. This polar orbit trajectory is
the situation for which the model is most valuable,
because of the large variations from nominal (1962 U. S.
Standard) values which can be encountered.

Fios. 3-6 illustrate example applications of the model
program and show the accuracy with which it is capable
of reproducing actual atmospheric processes. Figs. 3a
and 3b show quasi-meridional temperature cross sec-

I, km
120	 100	 so	 60
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a	 /	 Re-entry and
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c	 Jan.

0	 `,	 —	 ---

-40
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Time, set

FIG. 2. Density along a January Mission 3 rentry and return
trajectory-. Density deviations are with respect to the 1962 G. S.
Standard Atmosphere. The solid line and shaded area shows the
January monthly mean and :t2 standa: d deviations of the random
density perturbation. The dashed line shows a typical density
profile of mean plus random component.
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FIG. 3. Quasi -meridional cross section of temperature (K) for
mean winter conditions at Point Bartow, Fort Churchiil, Wallops
Island, and Natal-Ascension: (a) computed by the model, and
(b) observed by Theon et al. (1972).

Lions through Point Barrow (71'N, 157'W), Fort
Churchill (59'N, 94'W), Wallops Island (38* .N, 75'W),
and Natal-Ascension (6'S, 35'W and 8'S, 14'W). Fig.
3a was evaluated by the model from January and July
runs for these four locations. Fig. 3b was evaluated by
Theon el al., (1972) from average summer and winter
grenade and pitot tube data. Fig. 4 shows time cross
sections of monthly mean temperature ('K) for Wallops
Island (38'N). fig. 4a was computed from 12 monthly
vertical profiles evaluated by the atmospheric model
program, and Fig. 4b was constructed by Theon el al.
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R	 (1972) from monthly mean profiles based on 93 rocket
!	 grenade soundings. rFig , 5 sho.,-s the average winter

(December, January, February) circulationat 70 kin.
f Fig. 5a was evaluated by averaging model calculated

monthly means of pressure anti winds, for the three
winter months, and Fig. 5b was constructed by Theon
el al. (1972) from 70 k.m observed kinds and pressures
at the locations indicated, and calculation of isobar
orientation and spacing by the geostrophic wind equa-
Lion. The good correspondence between Figs. a. and
4b and between Figs. 6a and 5b indicates that no
serious errors were introduced by the use of the Groves
extrapolation of stationary perturbations in the 52-90
km height region. Fig. 6 shows similar winter circula-
tion maps for 90 lm in the eastern hemisphere. Fig.
6a was evaluated from the global reference atmo-
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Fig . 5. glean winter circulation at 70 km showing isobars (mb)
and winds (m s''): (a) for the model [3-month (December,
January, February) average] and (b) observed by T'neon et el.
(1972).

spheric model, and Fig, 6b represents average observed
winds at 90 l m by the meteor grind method (Lysenko
el al., 1969). The nine lettered dots in Fig. 6b are
meteor observation sites and arrows from these clots

	

represent direction and speed of the diurnally and 	 j

	

monthly averaged wind (scale of arrows not given by 	 + a
NlorlrH	 Lysenko). Arrows from non-lettered (lots are 1110)omau-

(b) `	 cal circulation patterns proposed b y Lysenko for the

Fic. 4. Time crass section of monthl y- mean temperature (K)
period of observation (December 1965—januan 1966).

for W,, llnps Tsland (38'ti} conatruLtcd frorn 12 nioathly pronles; the comparisons [n Pigs. 5 -6- ^ndicatt that the as;r c-
.,	 ra) evaluated by the model, anel_;bj observed by;Theon e t aL, merit between obmrvtxt and model -computed atmo-

(1973).	 spheric height, latitudinal, longitudinal and seasonal
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(b)

Fic. r Me= winter circulation showing isobars (N m -1) at
90 xm over Eurasia and the Arctic (a) as evaluated by the model,
and (b) observed by LysenYo el Ll. (1969) from meteor wind
:measurements.

variations are quite good. The good correspondence
between Figs. 6a and 6b indicates that no serious errors
were introduced by the subjective extrapolations used
to fill in the data gaps between 50 and 90 km above
Eurasia.
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TURBULENCE IN THE LO!JER THERiIOSPJiFJ?E

by

R. G. Roper
School of Aerospace Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology'

Atlanta, Georgia 30332

A static, or motionless, atmosphere can be adequately described on a

macroscopic scale by three parameters - its pressure, temperature and den-

sity. On a molecular scale, its mean molecular weight, the weight of a

hypothetical average molecule, becomes important. For a gas to exert

pressure, its molecules will have a velocity proportional to the square

root of the gas temperature. The real atmosphere is composed of several

species, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, argon, helium and hydrogen, for

example, and for a given macroscopic state each specie will have a velocity
3

inversely proportional to its molecular mass. If the real atmosphere were
i

macroscopically motionless (its molecules in purely random motion) one would

find a decrease in mean molecular weight with altitude - the lighter specie;

would separate from the heavier species by the process of molecular dif-

fusion. Such a process is not observed in the Earth's atmosphere until one
i

reaches an altitude of from 100 to 110 kilometers	 up to this altitude the
i

mean molecular weight remains approximately constant. This comes about be-

cause the Earth's atmosphere is not motionless on a macroscopic scale, but

is continually being mixed by atmospheric turbulence. The comimencerent of

diffusive separation at 100-110 kilometers does not mean that there are no

w ds to cause turbulence and mixing at these altitudes, but rather that,

at such lo,.ai densities, molecular diffusion rates become much greater than
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wind induced mixing rates. This article concentrates on the region kno,.in

as the lo:rer thermosphere, bet,reen the mesopause at approximately 80

kilometers, where the atmosphere is always mixed, and the altitude or 130

kilometers where diffusive separation is always observed.

Our knoviledge of mixing processes in the upper atmosphere has-been

accumulated in the years post 14orld War II. While the lower thermosphere

has been probed using for decades radio techniques, detailed knowledge. of

its structure has only come with the use of rocket soundings.

Before considering the techniques of measurement of mixing processes

in the-upper atmosphere, and the interpretation of those measurements, a

definition of "mixing process" is pertinent. On a global scale, the atmos-

phere can be said to be mixed by the transport of constituents from one

location to another by large scale wind systems. This "mixing" is very

important - important enough to warrant a separate chapter -in thi s book

(Roble: Chapter 3). Here, however, ate will concern ourselves with more

localized mixing, usually brought about in the free atmosphere by shears

in the wind system, and called atmospheric turbulence. A turbulent atmos-

phere is mixed at a rate hundreds or more times faster than its molecules

can statically diffuse, and thus turbulence will maintain homogeneity in

an atmosphere composed of several molecular species. _Hence The term

"homosphere	 often applied to describe -the homogeneous atmosphere, with

the "heterosphere"above. The level at which mixing ceases has been re-

ferred to as the "homopause", but we will use the term "turbopause

In addition to mixing the atmosphere, locally intensive turbulence

wi ll also cause local heating. Turbulence is dissipative, extracting

energy from the total flow, and transferring it by a cascading_ process

AM
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-to scales so small that the random motion, of the molecules, trhich determines

the 'temperature, is increased. Thus turbulence in the lo.^ier thcricsphere is

important because its intensity affects the relative concentrations or the
	 r

constituents of the thermosphere, and the heat budget 'in the neighborhocd of

the mesopause. Since the source of the turbulent energy resides in the lo,:jer

atmosphere, and this energy is transferred to the thermosphere by the upward

propagation of internal atmospheric gravity waves and tidal ;rinds (Hook.:

Chapter s), a detailed knowledge of the behavior of the turbopause enables

specification of one of the primary energy sinks required by meteorologists

for the formulation of global models of the lower atmosphere.

Introduction

In the parlance of ionospheric physicists, the lower thermosphere as de=

fined here is known as the E region. The E region has been probed from the

ground almost since the inception of radio. In particular, "irregularities

in the structure of the ionization producing reflections at this altitude have

been observed for decades. Because these irregularities could be observed only

through reflection from the continually changing ambient ionization imbedded in

the neutral atmosphere, their interpretation in terms of the turbulent struc-

tune of the neutral atmosphere was highly speculative. However, in the early

50's	 t echnique 	 s devised which e abl the characteristics of "the neu-^19	 ato	 n n	 ^

tral atmosphere to be determined by direct observation of relatively viell

understood radio reflectors - the ionized trails formed by meteors entering

the Earth's atmosphere:

Measurements of the radio Frequency doppler shifts produced as meteor

trai ls were bl o ,;in along by the neutral winds between 80 and 1 0 .0 kr-i (the al ti --
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tuck range o:/er which most meteors "burn up" in the Earth's atmosphere) were

(and still are) used to provide knowledge of the neutral wind and its vari-

4	 ation in both height and time.. At the same time, considerable progress was

i	 being made by scientists working in the analysis and interpretation of atmos-

pheric turbulence in the troposphere. The interpretation was assisted in no

I
small measure by the progress being made in turbulence theory, in particular

by Batchelo •r's "Theory of Homogeneous Turbulence" (1953). After -this theory

was applied successfully to the explanation of the scattering by the tropos-

pheric atmosphere of very high frequency radio waves, Hooker and Cohen (19506)

attempted to explain the fading observed on long duration meteor echoes in

terms of turbulence in the neutral atmosphere at E region altitudes. From their

data, they deduced that energy was being extracted from the large scale wind

motions at meteor altitudes and dissipated at a rate e = 25 watts/kg . While

the underlying theory was sound, their paper was attacked on the basis of their

interpretation of the echo -Fading process.

In the late fifties, the chemical release rocket technique was perfected,

and used to introduce a visible tracer, initially sodium, into the atmosphere

over the altitude range 80 to 200 kilometers. Such a release, made at twilight,

so that the trail was illuminated by sunlight while the ground was in darkness

could be photographed from several camera sites on the ground, and the time ser-

ies of exposures simultaneously recorded could be used for triangulation of the

release, and its motion with time. Thus winds could be determined for as long
j

as the trail remained visible	 sometimes for as long as 15 minutes. Since the

early sixties, tri methyl aluminum (TMA), which reacts with the amnibien-t atnos-

phere to produce products which not only scatter sunlight, but also glow in the

dark (making night time as well as twilight measurements possible) has been
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used, as ;vel1 as sodium and, for daylight releases in particular; lithium.

One outstanding feature of these trails is the fact that beloa an altitude

of some 105 kilometers the release is "obviously turbulent", while above that

altitude the trail expands smoothly, as it would udder the action of molecular

diffusion alone. Considerable controversy still exists over the interpretation

o; data from rocket released vapor trails as evidence for turbulence of the

ambient atmosphere. Some interpretations of sodium vapor trails, for example,

have lead to anomalous results, which are thought to be related to the ener-

getics of the thermite burn necessary to produce the sodium vapor. However,

interpretation of the breakup of vapor trails, below what has become known as

the turbopause, is not the only evidence for the existence of ' turbulence at

these altitudes. Theoretical studies of the atmospheric heat: budget in the

high atmosphere by Johnson and Gottlieb (1970), for example, require vertical

diffusivities below the turbopause what are much larger than molecular; calcu

lations of the diffusivities responsible for the measured constituents above	 3

the turbopause also require similar high values of _diffusivity below the turbo-

pause; composition measurements made using rocket borne mass spectrometers show

the level of diffusive separation to be considerably higher than ;•could be the

case in a non turbulent atmosphere, and a completely different class of measure-

ments, based on the shearing of radio meteor trails by the winds in the 80 to

100 km region (rather than the fading of individual meteor echoes), yields

values consistent with those deduced from vapor trail observations

The Interpretation of Measurements 	 M:

Is it possible for wake effects and chemical energy released in contami-

nants to influence the subsequent dispersion? Certainly such effects have
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been documented. For energetic releases, such as rocket burn and large quan-

tities of explosive, -the "release phase" at thermosoheric altitudes lasts only

Xor some ten seconds or less. Figures 1 and 2 show an excellent example of a

release phase anomaly in a TMA trail, as photographed by the Si.;ithsonian Insti-

tution's Baker Nunn camera at Woomera, Australis (31° S). Figure 1 shows a

portion of trail two seconds after release in the 100 to 110 kn .height range.

The "vortex shedding" on the right hand side of the trail is clearly visible.

In figure 2, a frame taken four seconds later, the effects of this motion have

disappeared. The subsequent breakup of the trail, with the production of the

'characteristic "obviously turbulent" appearance, did not occur until some

thirty seconds later, as illustrated in the isodensitrace montages of Figure 3.

These unique Baker Nunn photographs are an example of the rewards of inter-

national cooperation. The Smithsonian Institution for many years operated a

world wide network of Baker Nunn cameras -For the photographic determination of	 s

3

satellite positions. Relationships between the satellite station staff and the

Australian and British rocket experimenters at Woomerawere such that the Baker

Nunn would be used to photograph the rocket releases, when such use did not 	 a

interfere with the primary mission of the observatory.

The abrupt cutoff in ambient turbulence (the turbopause), ,Ohi;ch almost

always underlies a region of high wind shear, s illustrated in rig^ire 4 That

the breakdown from "obviously laminar" to "obviously turbulent" represents a

dramatic change, easily recognized by visual inspection of the film, is sho,,m

in Figure 5, in which the square of the effective radius of the trail is
t

plotted ' against time after release at 105 km. ' The gro,Ah in the first few sec l
onds after release is an order of magnitude faster than the subsequent growth

up to the time of trail breakup, and this is regarded as representing the re
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lease phase, in which the energetics are definitely non-ambient. The . growth

between 8 and 32 seconds after release could be molecular dif fusion of a cloud

with an initial radius of 130 meters, i.e. the release produced a cloud with,

effectively, this radius at zero time. However, one can only say that the

growth during this phase could be molecular - the 15% error in the deterad -

nation of the effective radius from each film frame, and the fact that the

trail cross section is only approximately Gaussian, precludes a measurement of

diffusion coefficient to better than a factor of three. The onset of turbu-

lence occurs 33 seconds after release, and then proceeds to follow the disper-

sion relation predicted by the theory of homogeneous turbulence

re2 
a 

t3

until, at 54 seconds, the trail becomes too irregular for an estimate of rad-

ius based on a Gaussian distribution to be meaningful. However, Figure 5 does

provide two parameters (the effective radius at transition, and its time of

occurrence after release) which should characterize the small scale end of the

turbulence spectrum.

The most important parameter of any turbulence spectrum is 6, the rate of

dissipation of turbulent energy. In order to calculate F_ from any set of space/

time correlations, it is necessary to use a modal	 The simplest is that of

A. Kolmogoroff, as elaborated on by Batchelor (1953'). Kolmogoroff put forward

the hypothesis that, in any turbulent flow field in which energy was being

extracted from the large scale or mean motion and cascaded to smaller scales
s

before eventual dissipation at scales where molecular viscosity becomes,im-

portant, there could exist a range of scales sufficient removed for the large

scale, anisotropic eddies, and yet not appreciably damped by molecular vis-

cosity, which would be both homogeneous and isotropic. The assumptions of
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homogeneity and isotropy inherent in this model are open to question in the

case of lower thermos pheri c turbulence, but a considerable amount of work by

several experimenters has sho:=m these assumptions to be reasonable, at least 	 r

for length scales less than 1 km.

Batchelor (p.115, 1953) defines the basic length parameter of the viscous

dissipation (small scale) region as

E

where v is the kinematic viscosity (a measure of molecular diffusivity) , and n

i s in meters/radian.

Batchelor (p.150, 1953) also defines this unit length scale in terms of a

characteristic time constant t such that

n - (VtY11/2I	 {

l

Combining these two equations to eliminate n yields

E	 i

In terms of the length scale n,

e a ^1

In terms of the time scale t*,
_b

E ' a tX-2

Wind shear results have been previously used to calculate the variation with

height, z kilometers, of the rate of dissipation of turbulent-energy E (Roper

1966b). ; 17 1he kinematic viscosity v may be determined from the viscosity and
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density published in the U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements (1966). The

-Function

, v(meters 2 sec- 1 ) = exp[0.17 (z - 80.0)]

with z in kilometers, has been found to fit the data at the tabulated altitudes,

and was used to compute v at 1 km height intervals. This E profile is sho;•4n

in Figure 6, together with the more directly measured profile of Justus (1967),

calculated from the velocity fluctuations observed on 18 TMA trails. These

values of e and v have been coupled to produce what can be regarded as average

height dependent. characteristic length scales n R (= 2wn above, in order to

express the length scale in the more usual wavelength notation, meters/cycle)

and time scales tR*. These are plotted, together with n J and t,* calculated

from Justus' e profile, in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. Also plotted are the

values of n and t* determined from two Skylark released TMIA -trails photographed

by the Baker Munn camera at Woomera at dawn and dusk on May 31, 1908.

The similarity in form, and the order of agreement, between the predicted

"average" trail time constants tR* and ti* and the measured values for each of

the two releases is surprisingly good when one considers the approximations

involved in

a) the model atmosphere viscosity, which is at best approximate above
80 km,

b) the variation, both diurnal and seasonal`, in the turbulent
dissipation rate, which has been averaged out in the construct
ion of the tR* and t J * profiles and

c) the fact that, while the parameter t r appears tc he a measure
of the time taken for trail breakup to occur, it is not clear
why it should be.

The definition of n is a mathematical expedient characterizing the spec

true of scales responsible -For the viscous dissipation. There is no obvious
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reason why either n or t° should be physically measurable features of tri g mot--

ion. Nevertheless, the close similarity in the shapes of the tr curves

strongly indicates that the time delay iin the onset of turbulence should be

related to the time constant of the Kolmogoroff microscale. Furthermore, these

observations suggest a reason why the turbopause, defined as -the boundary be-

tween the regions which break up and which remain laminar, should manifest it-

self so abruptly. Above 105 km the time constant tX for the onset of turbu-

lence increases so rapidly with altitude that the trail is not, in general,

observed for a sufficient length of time -for visible breakdown to occur.

Attempts have been made to explain the existence of the turbopause in

terms of a critical value of some parameter, generally the Reynolds.number Re

or the Richardson number Ri. These attempts have met with marginal success,

partly because of the difficulty in defining the characteristic lengths which

occur in these parameters, partly because it is not evident, a priori, what

value the parameter should have at the turbopause. Wlithout a detailed know-

ledge of the temperature gradient at the scale characteristic of the vertical

mixing process (a few hundred meters or less) the Richardson_ number just can-

not be specified. Johnson (1975) has considered the relative importance of

buoyancy and dissipation in detail, referring particularly to the work of J. D.

Moods, who determined that there was hysteresis in the onset criterion --lami-

nar flows became turbulent when Ri < 0.25, while turbulent flo7is become iaminar

when Ri > 1. GJhile the mean (undisturbed) atmospheric to-mperature profile is

pertinent to the breakdown from laminar to turbulent flow, once turbulence s

established its cessation will depend on the temperature gradient as modified

by the turbulence. As yet, there is no technique available for m'easu'ring such	 '.

temperature gradients in the lovier thermosphere,
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Another errori,,thich has often been made in attempting to explain turbu-

lence in the lower thermosphere, is the assumption that the turbopause corre-

sponds to an altitude at which turbulence ceases abruptly. The results pre-

sented here, on the contrary, shod that the turbopause is tine altitude at which

the time constant of the Kolmogoroff microscale of the turbulence increases

very rapidly with altitude. This viewpoint resolves the paradox that regions

above the turbopause, which were thought of as non-turbulent, have a diffusion

coefficient based on the.measured laminar trail growth which is greater than

molecular. Vile now see that turbulence does exist above the turbopause, but

that its efficacy in transport processes relative to molecular diffusion, de-

creases with altitude. At a mean altitude of 130 km, the contribution of-

turbulence to diffusivity is insignificant, even though its absolute value may

be as large as it is at the turbopause.
ii

The rate of dissipation of turbulent energy may also be calculated from

n, the length scale at which eddy diffusion becomes effective. Xo ,,lever, since

this length depends critically on the shape of the cloud (the assumed Gaussian

variation across the cloud is rarely realized, in practice, below the turbo-

pause) and because E a n
-4 , 

Rees et al (1972) chose to use the relatively pre-

cisely determined tX values to calculate the variation of e with height. This

is shown, for a pair of dawn and dusk releases above Woomera (30° S) on 1,4ay

31, 1958, in Figure 9. Note that the turbopause is higher in the evening than

in the morning, and that the higher turbopause is associated with a greater

overall turbulent intensity. This substantiates the suggested variation in

midlatitude turbopause height made by Elford and Roper (1967) which was based

on seasonal variations in turbulent intensity at 93 km, as determined from the
	

i

wind shear Treasured simultaneously on individual radio m`teor trails.
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Also presented hare are the results from two further Ti,iA releases, rzde

above 1Joo era at davin on October 16, and dusk on October 17, 1969 (Figure 10).

For this pair of trails, the turbulent intensity is higher in the r;,orning than

in the evening - opposite to the May 1968 releases. This diurnal variation

with season is the same as that measured for the 'large scale turbulent velocity

component from radio meteor winds at Adelaide (35° S). These October releases

are of particular interest, in that they show alternating laminar and turbulent

regions similar to those previously reported by Blamont and Barat (1967). The

various layers observed in these releases do not seem to be quite as simply

related to the wind profile as those of Blamont and Barat. However, the reg-

ions of prolonged laminar behavior all seem to be located at altitudes where

the wind shear is high.

In an attempt to explain why, at times, the turbulence in the lower therm-

osphere should be stratified, and, in fact, why an ostensibly highly stable

region of the Earth's atmosphere should be turbulent at all, Lloyd et al (1972)

proposed a model in which random internal atmospheric gravity ,,raves produced

turbulence accompanied by a considerable modification of the jean temperature

profile. The creation of temperature inversions by turbulence is commonplace

in the troposphere because of the less stable mean lapse rate. it is proposed

that a similar effect occurs in the more stable lower thermosphere, with part

of the vertical component of the gravity wave velocity as the source of the

turbulent energy.

If random, internal atmospheric gravity waves are propogating at a signif-

icant angle to the vertical, then their vertical velocity component will be

able to contribute to the destabilization of the stably stratified lower therm-

osphere (Hodges, 1967). Similar destabilization mechanisms have been discussed
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for the oceans by Phillips (1971), and for the lo-,,ter stratospI'.Iere by 11oach

(1970). Radio neteor studies have already established that the gravity wave

s pectrum is the source of the turbulent energy in the lower thermosphere. This

has been confirmed, quite independently, by Spizzichino (1972), also from radio

meteor studies, and by Blamont and Barat (1967) from observations of chemical

releases.

The lower thermosphere is stabilized against vertical motion by the mean

temperature gradient; above the mesopause at 80 to 90 kilometers the mean tem-

perature increases with height. By equating the taork done in the vertical dis-

placement of a parcel of gas to the fraction of the vertical component of the

gravity wave spectrum which is responsible for the measured turbulence spect-

rum, Lloyd et al deduced the modification of the mean temperature profile which

would be produced by the turbulence measured on the October 16 trail in the

height range 104 to 110 kilometers. An isodensitrace montage of this portion

of the trail is shown in Figure 11. The choice of the turbulent layers within

which the analysis can be applied is somewhat subjective, being based on reg-

ions where growth is "obviously" different from that above and below.

The solid lines of Figure 12 show the results of the application of the

Lloyd et al model to each of the layers delineated in Figure 11. The dashed

lines are necessary for profile continuity, and must represent laminar sheets. 	
i

Because of the discontinuous nature of the determination of the modified pro-

file, and the forced fitting of the mid point temperature, the magnitudes of

the positive and negative gradients are open to question. However, it is in-
4

teresting to note that the existence of similar gradients in the lower strat-
4

osphere, a region of similar mean temperature gradient, is %sell documented, as

i	 can be seen fro,,-;i the project HICAT determination of Figure 13 from Mitchell
j
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and Prophet (1969) . Unfortunately, the fl .i ght of an aircraft at constant al ti-

tude cannot reveal a height profile of turbulence, but at least in the encounter

with CAT at 21 km, the temperature profile has been modified in a manner com-

mensurate with the present model.

Several deficiences exist in the model since the finite time constants of

the processes involved (the period of the destabilizing gravity wave, for

example) have not been considered. The basic energy budget equation can be

made more general by the inclusion of terms describing energy sinks (e.g. meat

conduction). One promising model bei.ng developed uses the reversible heating

associated with propagating gravity waves (Hines, 1965) as the initial destabi-

lizing energy.

Even with this criticism, the above semi-empirical approach allows deduc-

tion of many reasonable properties of the atmosphere. In particular, the model

counters the objections raised to the existence of turbulence in what osten-

sibly is a highly stable region, since the presence of turbulence itself tends

to destabilization by modification of the temperature profile. 	
i

Up to this point, major emphasis has been placed or, the fundamental Para-
1

mater E, the rate of dissipation of turbulent energy. There is an equally im-

port- ant' , 'though not as easily defined parameter, Kz , the coefficient o_f turbu-

lent eddy diffusion in the vertical, which is the transport parameter incorpo•-

rated in all realistic models of the chemis
t
ry and constituents of the '! ot^Lr

thermosphere. For some time, there was considerab'(e discrepancy be lba en the

diffusion coefficients calculated from the gro ,;lth of rocket. released contami-

nants, and those inferred from measurements of di Ffusive separation and atmo-

spheric heat budclet calculations. With the discovery that the turbulence re-

sponsible fo the enhanced difFusivity of chemical releases in the lo.er the'rin
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osphere was highly an i sotropi c, grit" horizontal scales ten tir,es those of the

vertical, this discrepancy was readily explained. Since the tim,2 constant t,*

for the observed onset of turbulence as used by Rees et al (1972) is charac-

a
teristic of the small scale, isotropic -turbulence spactrum, Lloyd et al (1972)

used the c values thus determined to estimate the vertical diffusion coeffic-

ient	 By an extension of their temperature profile modification model, they

equated the vertical destabilizing influence of the turbulence to the stabiliz-

ing influence of the mean temperature profile to give a vertical diffusion

coefficient

sc
KZ	

C"TO +
 
r]

To dz

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, T o is the mean temperature at the

dT
`	 altitude z, T o— is the undisturbed mean temperature gradient, and r is the

adiabatic temperature lapse rate, 9 K per kilometer. The above relationship

is based on the premise that as long as the vertical temperature_ gradient re-

mains greater than the adiabatic, there is an inhibition of vertical transport

by vertical motion. It is interesting to compare this relationship v)ith that 	 i

determined independently by Lilly et al (1973) for the lower stratosphere. The

constant p above ias determined from turbulence theory to be 10. Lilly arrived

at the value of 1/31 This discrepancy is not as serious at it appears at first

sight, since Lilly's temperatures and temperature gradients were the measured

values, leading to a considerably smaller denominator than that produced by the

use of the undisturbed mean temperature and gradient values by Lloyd et al'.

The variation of f;2 ,+r th_height for the October 1959 rel eases, i s graphed i n	 g

Figure 14. The theoretically deduced upper limit for eddy diffusion, based on

the heat flux model ' of Johnson and Gottlieb (1970) is sho^in for comparison.
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Note that the i:Jaximum value of eddy diffusivity estimaLed by Johnson and Gott-

Leib is the integrated global maximum averaged over all seasons, and can be

exceeded by a particular measurement if there is any latitudinal, diurnal or

seasonal variation of Kz . Note also that all the turbulent intensity and dif

fusivity profiles presented here reflect the apparent sharp cutoff in turbulence

as observed on chemical trails. With the time constant in onset of turbulence

increasing so rapidly at and above the turbopause, most trails are not observ-

able long enough for breakdown to occur. However, diffusivities between the

turbopause and approximately 130 km are usually greater than molecular, in keep-

ing with the Johnson and Gottlieb calculations.

To determine the effect of seasonal changes in the temperature profile on

the vertical diffusivity, the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (19056) summer, winter,

and spring/fall model temperature profiles were combined with the turbulent dis-

sipation rate profile of Roper (1966b) shown in Figure b to produce the K  pro-

files of Figure 15. 'While there are discernable differences between the pro-

files, these differences are so small compared to the measured diurnal-

variat-ions observed (Figure 10 for example) that they can hardly be regarded as sig-

nificant. The absolute . magnitudes, being -three times those of the Johnson and

Gottlieb calculation, are probably -too high - a consequence of the assumptions

made in relating E to K^ .

The only two sets of data so far produced which are ameanable to analysis

in terms of month by month variation of E or K z have been determined from meteor 	 r

trail shear measurements made at Adelaide (35° S) by Roper (1966a) and 'McAvaney

(1970). The variation of the monthly mean K z at 93 km is shown in Figure 16.

Also plotted in this figure are the results deduced frost a far more rigorous

treatment of the 1961 e data by Zimmerman (1973); some T,fodifications of absolute
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values -is evident, but the overall variation, with equinoctial maxima, reina-ins.

There is a real difference between the. 1961 and the 1969 data v,hich is not one

of location, interpretation or technique. The higher values treasured in 19069

are probably a consequence of the higher solar activity that year.

Sources of Turbulence Energy

The fact that random internal atmospheric gravity waves are the source of

the turbulence energy in the lower thermosphere has already been mentioned.

While this subject is covered in detail elsewhere in this volume (Hook, Chapter

S), one further correlation is pertinent to this discussion. In 'looking for

possible sources of the turbulence in the meteor region, comparisons were made

with the magnitudes of the prevailing and tidal winds and shears as measured

simultaneously by the radio meteor method. While no apparent relationship

existed between the turbulence parameters and the prevailing and semidiurnal

winds, the seasonal variation of the amplitude of the diurnal oscillation was

highly correlated with the turbulent intensity. The monthly means of the ampli-

nude of the diurnal tide for several years of observation are shown in figure

17. Note that equinoctial maxima in the diurnal tidal wind amplitude are not

observed in all years, and therefore that the measured variation in turbulent

intensity may not be characteristic of all years. -
1

The global scale diurnal tidal wind does not produce turbulence directly,

but by a cascade process, in which the tidal wind becomes unstable and gener-

ates in situ a spectrum of random internal atmospheric gravity waves.. This

instability in the diurnal tidal wind may come about either because its afapli -

tude becomes large, or because of non linear interaction with gravity waves

generated below and propagating upward -through the low-2r thermosphere. Such

gravity wavas propagating from below can themselves b.L, a direct sou rce of tur-

17
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bulent energy. Titus the dominant feature of the turbulence -in the lower therm-

osphere, even if it is present at all tines, will be the intermittency of its

intensity. Little is known of the role played by large scale motions, such as

planetary waves, in the stability of this region of the atmosphere. in fact,

since practically all measurements of turbulent intensity have been made at

middle latitudes, the properties of the global turbopause, and the influence

of the turbopause on, for example, the hemispherical asymmetries -in minor con-

stituents measured globally at satellite altitudes can hardly be estimated at

this juncture. Our knowledge of. the temperature structure of the turbopause

region at scales less than 1 kilometer, which is crucial to the understanding

of turbulence and diffusivity, is woefully inadequate. Present measurement

techniques are quite incapable of such detail at these altitudes.

In addition to the modifications to the temperature profile already dis-

cussed, the dissipation of turbulent energy produces heating of the ambient

atmosphere. For the mixed atmosphere of mean molecular weight 29, a rate, of

turbulent dissipation E of l watt per kilogram produces heating of the ambient

at the rate of 85° N, per day. The top scale of Figure 6 gives the heating

rates appropriate to the infarred turbulent dissipation rates. In the light

of the considerable variability indicated by the measurements presented here,

even more emphasis must be given to the rate of dynamical heating of the lover

thermosphere, as proposed by Hines (1955) 	 The dissi pation of wind energy at

these altitudes can, at times, give rise to local heating rakes in excess of

those due to solar input, which has usually been consiered the major source of

heating in this region. The relative importance of `turbulence in mixing and

dynamical heating has been sut ruari zed by Johnson (1975)
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Conclusions

Mile the turbulence in the lo ,dar thermosphere is isotropic to scales of

a Jeer hundred meters, the transition rron the turbulence to the non dissipative

scales of the gravity wave spectrum is gradual, and therefore horizontal dif-

fus-ivity is greater than vertical diffusivity. Based on diffusivity criteria

alone, one would say that the turbulence is anisotropic, with vertical scale of
Y

d

order 1 kilometer, and horizontal scale a few kilometers. The turbulent inten—

sity is intermittent in both space and time, with large diurnal, and significant

seasonal and possible solar cycle variations. For this reason alone, 'it  i s

essential that simultaneously measured in situ values of atmospheric parameters

should be used in any attempt at meaningful comparisons. Since practically all

measurements of turbopause altitude and turbulent intensity have been made at

middle latitudes, and those low and high latitude measurements that have been

made have not been coordinated with simultaneous observations elsewhere, var--
9

i ati ons with latitude are larg
e
ly unknown. However, it has been established by

rocket grenade and falling sphere measurements that the winter polar mesopause

is hotter than that at the surmer pole, and that. in the absence of solar input,

a significant atmospheric dynamical h=ating source is responsible. As has been

I
shown, the turbulent dissipation of wind energy in the 90; to 12.5 kilometer

height range is significant,_ and should therefore be included in any model of

the thermospheric heat budget.
a

'While knowledge of the vertical diffusivity in the lower thermosphere is

I	 vital to the understanding and modeling of thermospheric constituents, the role

played by the global turbopause in . the dynamics of the thermosphere has yet to

be determined. High resolution photography, ,vi th a .tram: e rate of at least one

every.t7to seconds, is able to produce data on turbulent intensities and vertical
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di f i ursi v •i t •i es from rocket vapor tra •i Is, but -is highly I ocal i zed i n time and

space. A recent development, the use of a h.-igh flying aircraft as a camera

platform, overcomes two ground based camera problems - atmospheric haze and

clouds are avoided, and photographs can be taken in the daytime. Daytime re-

leases of lithium can also be observed from the ground using narrow band filters

and electronic scanning systems (recording on video tape), but interpretation

of the dispersion of the highly energetic release in terms of turbulence para-

meters is difficult. Vertical di f f usi vi ties and turbopause altitudes can be

inferred from rocket borne mass spectrometer measurements, regardless of hour

Oil day or cloud cover, but with location limitations similar to the vapor trail

„sethod ( both require reasonable range facilities) . Multi-station meteor wind

radars can provide a continuous measurement of the :turbulent intensity just be-

low the turbopause, but only a few stations, all in mid latitudes, are currently

capable of this type of operation, and none do operate conti nuously. Incoherent

scatter radars are able to measure the temperature structure in the neighborhood
_-	 i

of the turbopause with about 2 kilometers height resolution, but are subject to

constraints similar to, but even more severe, than those of the radio meteor

technique. A suggestion by Benue (1968) -that an ionosonde can be used to rvea-

sutre turbopause altitude warrants further investicgation, since a global network

of ionosonde stations is already in existence.

A proper understanding o-r the nature of the turbulence in the lower tharro-

sphere requires a kno^Nl l edge of the temperature prof •i 1 e with better than l i; '[ o-

meter (preferrab,!.y 100 meters) resolution - a resolution which is not techni--

cally feasible at this

altitude and intensity

only with i nte •rnati ona

time. Nevertheless, global variations in turbopause

can be determined using well established techniques, but

coope •ra -ion. Simultaneous global observations could be
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coordinated -through the Middle Atmosphere Program (NAP) of the International

Association of GeAgnetism and Aeronomy, and the International Mesospheric and

Ionospheric Structure Parameter Interaction program (MISPI) proposed by the

i	 Soviet Union. Particular emphasis is being placed by these programs on ther

k	
encouragement of the artic, equatorial, southern hemisphere and antartic obser-

vations so badly needed for global coverage.
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I	 Figure 1.	 Portion of a trir.ethyl aluminum trail shoviing a r-2lease phase
instability with vortex shedding on the right hand edge 2 sec-
onds after release.

i 	 Figure 2.	 As for Figure 1, but 6 seconds- after release. Note -that the'I
release phase instability has been damped out.

Figure 3. Time history of a portion of the trail of Figure 2 	 showing the
j initiallaminar behavi or, and subsequent breakup induced by

ambient atmospheric turbulence.	 Quantitative measurements of
dispersion can be made from the isodensitrace contours.

Figure 4. Montage of the behavior of the -trail above and below the{

1 turbopause. ,

E	 Figure 5. Variation of the radius of the trail of Figure .1 with time after
release at 105 km.

-

Figure 6. Profiles of the rate of dissipation of turbulent energy deduced

i

from wind shears measuredured for 25 trai ls over Wallops Island
(380 N)( 	 ,1906b), and from_ the dispersion of a sim?ar num-
ber of trails over Eglin Air Force Ease (29° N) by Justus
(1967).	 The upper scale gives a measure of the atmospheric
heating resulting from turbulent dissipation.-

Figure 7. The variation with altitude of theKo'l mogo ro f f mi croscal es n j
and nR inferred from the turbulent dissipation profiles of
Fi gure 6.	 Also sho ,Iin are the microscales i nferred from the
May 1908 trails.	 re* is the Gaussian radius of the evening
trail' at t^*, the time of onset of trail breakup.

•

Figure 3. The vari a L, on lviith alti tude of the time constant or the
Kolmogoroff microscale, for the s profiles of Figure 6, and
the May 1968 trails.

Figure 9. Estimates of the rate of dissipation of turbulent energy F-
i	 3i

from the time of onset of turbulence for the releases of [lay
1968.-
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Figure 10. As for Figure 9, for the releases of Octob^:r 1969. Note the
presence of tUrbLI l ent "sheets" ai terna ti ng vj i th 1 ai,I i nar layers.
Diurnally averaged dissipation rates for the month of October
1961 (Elford and Roper) and October 1969 (MIcAvaney) as measured
by she radio meteor technique at Adelaide (35° S) are shown for
comparison.  	 3

Figure 11. Isodensitrace of portion of the morning trail of October 1Gtf^,

50 seconds after release, shorting the division into laminar and
turbulent layers.

Figure 12. Theoretical morning temperature structure deduced from the pro-

file of Figure 11.

Figure 13.. An example of temperature structure in the lover stratosphere.

Figure 14. The -turbulent, vertical eddy diffusion coefficient (rz) profiles
deduced from the structure on the October 1969 releases, with

the coefficient Q deduced from simultaneous radio meteor obser-
vat-ions at Adelaide (35° S) approximately 450 kilometers south—
east of t-loomera.

Figure 15. vertical eddy diffusion coefficient profiles deduced from the
rate of dissipation of turbulent energy profi le at Wallops
Island ,(300 N)	 see Figure o - and the appropriate U.S. Stan-
dard /atmosphere Supplements, 1966, tempera4.u're profiles.. Sea-
sonal means for values deduced from radio meteor riieasurements
at Adelaide (35° S) during 1961 and 1969 are ;shown for compari-
son.

Figure 16. The southern hemisphere mid latitude variation of vertical eddy
diffusivity deduced from two years of radio meteor 1wi nd shear
observations. Zimme •rman's values result. from a more vigorous
analysis of the same 1961 data

Figure 17. The seasonal variation of the southern hemisphere mi d latitude
diurnal tidal wind energy per unit mass. Equinoctial maxima
are not a feature of all years.
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